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About This Game

WHAT IS BATTLETANK: L.O.B.A.?
Battletank is a 1-4 player arcade game for Windows And Mac. Play with your friends or solo with up to 4 gamepads (plus
Keyboard and Mouse) on a single computer. Don’t have enough people over? Don’t have enough gamepads? You can now

replace your friends with cold, heartless machines! Click on player names in
match options to change them into bots. Heck make them all bots and the game will play all by itself!

FOCUS ON FUN!
In Battletank we’ve tried to focus on quick and easy gameplay. Get in, pick your match options, and start duking it out with your

friends right away! The maps are currently all single screen, so no worries about motion sickness or getting lost.

SIMPLE CONTROLS
Left Stick moves – push up on the stick to go up, down to go down. Right stick aims. Right Trigger fires, and the A button

usesany special weapons you may have found. That’s really all there is to it!
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Defenitly not worth the \u20ac10 price tag, you can get much better games for that price.

I am usually a fan for local co-op indy games but this one just feels too bareboned for the price tag. Don't get me wrong, it's not
broken by any means but lacks several things that could have made the game more interesting\/engaging. Sound design is also
pretty bad in my opinion and the whole game feels more like a glorified flash web browser game to me.

The game isn't per se bad but coudn't get me really interested and the time I played it with a friend did not feel satisfying at all,
specially kills felt very unsatisfying, wich is all you will do in this game.

There where also missions that for some reason forced us into 4 player splitscreen (2 screens where AI) for no reason at all,
never figured out how to play it on one screen.. 5 levels to play and a lot of weapon options! can change time limit, hp, airdrop,
and player respawn rates. fun arcade style game. definitely funner with friends; makes a great drinking game!. Really simple
bare bones arcade tank game.. For what it is... this game is GREAT! Not much to it, but its really quite fun when playing with
3+ players. Yes there are not many levels, but the levels that have been made each give provide a different style of play, not just
a new aesthetic. The visuals are kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665too on highest settings, and if you have a BIG tv, then i
cannot recommend enough for some frantic action.

The game's control is particularly good in that you need to press the trigger button to fire from your turrent, not just aim it in the
desired direction with the right thumb stick. This makes a huge difference to the tactics of your game and allows the player
greater timing control. The tanks also have some physics, so if you drive properly you are rewarded with faster movement.

Only drawback is the price: \u00a36.99 is a bit steep considering the amount of content, but if like me you get this on sale, well
all that's left to say is THANK YOU to the dev that made the game. Wicked!
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